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FEAST OF PENTECOST – May 23, 2021 

 

V6 – 9.2.04 – “Lord, why do I feel my soul and body being consumed when You deprive me of 

Yourself?  Is this not the diabolical breath that has penetrated into my soul and torments me like 

this?’  And He:  “On the contrary, I tell you that it is the Breath of the Holy Spirit which, 

Blowing Continuously into you, keeps you Always Ignited and Consumes you for Love of Him.”   

 

V12 – 1.7.21 - As I was in my usual state, my always lovable Jesus came and surrounded my 

neck with His arm. Then He drew near my heart, and holding His breast between His hands, He 

pressed it to my heart, and rivulets of milk came out of it. He filled my heart with those rivulets 

of milk; and then he told me: “My daughter, do you see how much I love you? I wanted to fill all 

your heart with the milk of Grace and of Love; so, everything you will say and do, will be 

nothing other than the Outpouring of the Grace with which I filled you. You will do nothing 

– you will just place your volition at the Mercy of My Will, and I will do everything. You will be 

nothing but the Sound of My Voice, the Bearer of My Will, the Destroyer of the virtues in a 

human manner, and the Restorer of the virtues in a Divine Manner, which are founded on an 

Eternal, Immense, Infinite Point.”  

 

V13 – Jan. 11, 1922 – “…Now, see how these souls who Live in My Will are Necessary to Me. 

Since I have destined them to be like skin to the body of My Church, and like circulation of Life 

for all the members, they will be the ones who will give the Proper Growth to the members which 

have not grown; who will Heal the wounded members, and who will Restore the Freshness, the 

Beauty, the Splendor of the Whole Mystical Body by their continuous Living in My Will, 

rendering it Fully Similar to My Head, which will sit in Full Majesty upon all those members.” 

 

V17 – 5.4.25 – “‘The Mission of My Will shall Veil the Most Holy Trinity upon earth.  Just 

as in Heaven there are the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, Inseparable from One Another 

but Distinct among Themselves, Forming the Whole Beatitude of Heaven; in the Same Way, on 

earth there shall be Three Persons Who, because of their Missions, shall be Distinct and 

Inseparable among Themselves:  

1.) The Virgin, with Her Maternity that Veils the Paternity of the Celestial Father and 

Encloses His Power in order to Fulfill Her Mission of Mother of the Eternal Word and Co-

Redemptrix of mankind;  

2.) My Holy Humanity, for the Mission of Redeemer, that Enclosed the Divinity, and the 

Word, Without Ever Separating from the Father and from the Holy Spirit, Manifested My 

Celestial Wisdom - Adding the Bond of Rendering Myself Inseparable from My Mama;  

3.) and you, Luisa, for the Mission of My Divine Will, as the Holy Spirit shall Make Display 

of His Love, Manifesting to you the Secrets, the Prodigies of My Divine Will, the Goods It 

Contains, to Make Happy those who shall give themselves to Knowing how Much Good this 

Supreme Will Contains, to Love It and to let It Reign in their midst, offering their souls to 

let It Dwell within their hearts, that It may be able to Form Its Life in them– Adding the 

Bond of Inseparability between you, the Mother and the Eternal Word.  
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“These Three Missions are Distinct and Inseparable.  The First Two have Prepared the Graces, 

the Light, the Work, and with Unheard-of Pains, for the Third Mission of My Divine Will, to then 

Fuse Themselves all in It without leaving their Office, so as to Find Rest, because My Divine 

Will Alone is Celestial Rest. These Missions shall not be repeated, because the Exuberance of 

Grace, of Light, of Knowledge is Such and So Great that All human generations can be Filled 

with Them; Even More, they will not be able to contain All the Good that they Contain.  These 

Missions are Symbolized by the sun; in fact, in Creating it, I Filled it with so much light and heat, 

that all human generations have Superabundant Light. Nor did I Consider that, since at the 

Beginning of Creation there were only Adam and Eve who would enjoy it, I could Place the 

necessary light for them only, to then increase new light as the generations would grow. No, no 

– I made it Full of Light, just as it is now, and will be.  For the Decorum and the Honor of Our 

Power, Wisdom and Love, Our Works are always done with the Fullness of all the Good that they 

Contain; nor are they subject to increasing or decreasing.  So I did with the sun:  I centralized in 

it all the light that was to serve up to the last man.  But how many Goods does the sun not do for 

the earth?  What Glory, in its mute light, does it not give to its Creator?  I can say that because of 

the immense Goods it does to the earth, in its mute language the sun Glorifies Me and makes Me 

Known more than all other things together; and this, because it is Full in its Light, and stable in 

its course.  When I looked at the sun that, with So Much Light, only Adam and Eve were 

enjoying, I also looked at All the living; and in seeing that that Light was to Serve All, My Paternal 

Goodness Exulted with Joy, and I remained Glorified in My Works.   

So I did with My Mama Mary :  I Filled Her with So Much Grace, that She can Give Graces to 

All without ever exhausting even one of them.   

So I did with My Holy Humanity:  there is No Good that It does Not Possess; It Enclosed 

Everything, and the Very Divinity, to Give It to whomever wants of It.   

So I did with you, Luisa:  I Enclosed in you My Divine Will, and, with It, I Enclosed Myself.  I 

Enclosed in you Its Knowledges, Its Secrets, Its Light.  I Filled your soul up to the brim; So Much 

So, that what you write is nothing other than the Outpouring of what you Contain of My 

Divine Will.   

And even though it now Serves you alone, and a few Glimmers of Light serve a few others, I AM 

Content because, being Light, More than Second Sun, it shall Make Its Way by Itself, in order to 

Illuminate the human generations and to Bring about the Fulfillment of Our Works: that Our Will 

be Known and Loved, and that It Reign as Life in the creatures.  This was the Purpose of Creation 

– this, Its Beginning, and this shall be the Means and the End.  

“Therefore, be Attentive, because this is about placing in Safety that Eternal Will that, with So 

Much Love, Wants to Dwell in the creatures.  But It Wants to be Known, It does Not Want to be 

like a stranger, but Wants to Give Its Goods and Become Life of each one. However, It Wants Its 

Rights, Its Place of Honor; It Wants the human will to be put aside – the only enemy for Itself 

and for man.  The Mission of My Divine Will was the Purpose of the Creation of Adam.  My 

Divinity did Not Depart from Heaven - from Its Throne, while My Will not only Departed, but 

Descended into All Created things and Formed Its Life in them.  But while All things Recognized 

Me, and I Dwell in them with Majesty and Decorum, man alone drove Me away.  But I Want to 
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Conquer him and Win him, and therefore My Mission is not ended.  So, I Called you, Luisa, 

Entrusting to you My Own Mission, that you may Place the one who drove Me away on the 

Lap of My Divine Will, and Everything may Return to Me in My Divine Will.  Therefore, do 

not be surprised at the Many Great and Marvelous Things I may tell you for the Sake of this 

Mission, or at the Many Graces I may Give you; because this is not about making a Saint, or 

Saving the generations.  This is about Placing a Divine Will in Safety, that All may Return 

to the Beginning, to the Origin from which All Came, and that the Purpose of My Will may 

have Its Fulfillment.” 

V17 – 5.17.25 - Now, I continue by saying that my Sweet Jesus told me: “My daughter, to all 

you have said on Fusing yourself in My Will, another application must be added – that of Fusing 

yourself in the Order of Grace, in all that the Sanctifier – the Holy Spirit – has done and will do 

to those who are to be sanctified. Furthermore, while We – the Three Divine Persons – remain 

Always United in Working, if Creation is Related to the Father, and Redemption to the Son – the 

“Fiat Voluntas Tua” was Attributed to the Holy Spirit. And it is exactly in the “Fiat Voluntas 

Tua” that the Divine Spirit will Display His Work. You do it when, in coming before the Supreme 

Majesty, you say: ‘I come to give Love in Return for Everything which the Sanctifier does to those 

who are to be sanctified. I come to Enter into the Order of Grace, to give You Glory and Return 

of Love, as if all had become Saints, and to Repair You for all the oppositions and lack of 

correspondence to Grace…”; and as much as you can, in Our Will you search for the Acts of 

Grace of the Spirit Sanctifier, in order to make your own – His Sorrow, His Secret Moans, His 

Anguishing Sighs in the depth of the hearts, on seeing Himself unwelcome. And since the First 

Act He does is to bring Our Will as the Complete Act of their Sanctification, on seeing Himself 

rejected, He Moans with Inexpressible Moans. And in your childlike simplicity, you say to Him: 

‘Spirit Sanctifier, hurry, I implore You, I beg You, let everyone know Your Will, so that, in 

knowing It, they may Love It and welcome Your Prime Act of their Complete Sanctification – 

which is Your Holy Will!’ My daughter, We – the Three Divine Persons – are Inseparable and 

Distinct, and in this Way do We want to Manifest to the human generations Our Works for them: 

while Remaining United Within Ourselves, each One of Us wants to Manifest Individually His 

Love and His Work for the creatures.” 

V18 – 10.1.25 - “The One who does My Will and Lives in It maintains Whole the Bonds of 

Creation which exist between Creator and creature, the Bonds of Redemption, and the Bonds 

between the Sanctifier and the ones who are being Sanctified. My Will Seals all these Bonds and 

Renders the creature Inseparable from Me. Therefore, be sure that your Jesus does not leave you.” 

V22 – 6.12.27 – “And one who wants to know and receive all the Relations and Bonds of Sanctity, 

Must Love the Sanctifier. The Holy Spirit puts His Flames on the Way toward One who Truly 

Loves, and Binds her with the Relations of His Sanctity. Without Love there is no sanctity because 

the Bonds of True Sanctity are already broken.” 

 

V22 – 6.29.27 – “Everything I have Manifested to you, Luisa, about My Will was Also Told to 

the Sovereign Queen of Heaven, because She would do nothing but Make It Rise Continuously 

in order to Draw Its Manifestations, to Know Them, Love Them and Possess Them as More than 

Her Own Life.  But they would Not Overflow Outside of Her – they would Remain Inside of Her, 
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because She did Not have the Mandate to Make My Divine Will Known; it was Not Her Mission, 

and so She Kept them in Her Heart – even the Littlest Truths, just as the Greatest – as Precious 

Relics, as Sacred Deposits, Waiting for you, Luisa, who were to have a Mission All Special, so 

as to Administer to you Her Wind also, that you might make the Waves of the Light of the Divine 

Will Rise, so that, as they would Overflow Outside of you, She might have Her Part in Making 

My Will Known.” 

V24 – 4.1.28 – “If Adam had passed the test, all human generations would have been Confirmed 

in his state of Happiness and of Royalty.  In the same Way, I Myself, Loving these children of 

My Divine Will with a Love All Special, wanted to go through the Test for all of them in My 

Humanity, Reserving for them the One Test of never letting them do their will, but only and 

always My Will, so as to Reconfirm for them all the Goods needed in order to Live in the 

Kingdom of My Divine Fiat.  With this, I Closed all exit doors for them; I Anointed them with 

an Invincible Strength, in Such a Way that nothing else will be able to enter the So Very High 

Fences of My Kingdom.  In fact, when I Command that something should not be done, it is a 

Door that I leave, through which the human will can make its exit; it is an occasion that the 

creature always has, by which she can go out of My Will.  But when I say:  ‘from here there is no 

exit’, All Doors remain closed, weakness is Fortified, and the only thing that is left to her is the 

decision to enter, never to go out again - or not to enter at all.  Therefore, in order to Live in the 

Kingdom of My Will there will only be the decision – the decision will carry the Accomplished 

Act.  Am I not doing the Same with you?  Do I not Cry Out Constantly from the depth of your 

heart:  ‘Nothing dare enter but My Will Alone’?  As Center of Life, with Its Omnipotent Strength, 

with Its Dazzling Light, My Will keeps everything outside of you; and Eclipsing everything, It 

makes Its Prime Motion of Life Flow in all of your Acts, and It Dominates and Reigns as Queen.” 

 

V33 – 6.16.34 – “Not even the littlest Outpouring is given to Us.  In fact, an Outpouring is Formed 

between two wills that Possess a Reason and Know whether they are doing Good or evil.  

Therefore, the human will was Created as queen in the midst of Creation – queen of itself, 

Outpouring of Love with its Creator, queen of All Created things.  It can do, Freely, a world of 

Good, Prodigies of Value, Heroism of Sacrifices, if it places itself on the Side of Good; but if it 

puts itself on the side of evil, queen as it is, it can do a world of ruin, and can fall from the Highest 

Place down into to bottom of the greatest miseries.  This is why among all things We Love the 

human will – because We make it queen, it can tell Us that it Loves Us, it can Nourish Our 

Outpouring of Love, it can Engage in a Contest with Us – We, in Loving it, and it, in Loving Us.” 

 

V35 – Dec. 21, 1937 – “We will Restore him and Heal him with Our Breath [of the Holy Spirit] 

…The Power of Our Breath will not leave him.  We will stop Breathing on him only when We 

see him coming back into Our Paternal Arms…” 

 

Fiat! 

 


